TAX DOCUMENTS FROM THEADELPHIA

Papyri of the Second Century A.D.

Edited with an Introduction and Notes by

JOHN DAY and CLINTON WALKER KEYES

This is an edition of the versos of six rolls of government tax documents from the second century kome, or village, of Theadelphia, Egypt. The editors’ careful translations and comparisons to other papyri of the same period provide interesting information about the kinds of taxes and the methods of collection that were common during the period.

The documents are titled:

Records of Taxes Owed and Payments of Taxes
List of Taxes Owed by Metropolites
Balances of Tax Collections in Money
Seed Loans of Wheat and Barley
Accounts of Tax Payments and a List of Arrears
Pittakion Register with Tax Payments in Kind
Abstracts of Leases of Government Properties
Record of Money Taxes and Sitologus Account

Appendices on tax laws and practices further explicate the information in the text.
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DRY FARMING IN THE NORTHERN GREAT PLAINS 1900–1925

By MARY WILMA M. HARGREAVES

All who are interested in the history and farm economy of the semiarid West will be grateful for this detailed and well-documented analytical narrative of agricultural settlement in eastern Montana and the western Dakotas. Here is the Dry Farming Movement—as an effort at development, as a program of agricultural research, and as a factor in national, state and private land-use policies and programs. Here is the process of settlement itself—its volume, the areas it developed, the farming program it followed, its achievements, its costs, and its problems. Here are some of the consequences of a lack of overall planning in the public interest.
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